PG-TRB ENGLISH UNIT-TEST-1-PART-2 WITH ANSWERS

Choose the best alternative for each question:

1. Who wrote Where Angels Fear to Tread, A Passage to India, Howard's End and Aspects of the Novel?
   a. George Orwell          c. Edward Morgan Forster
   b. H.G. Wells            d. Virginia Woolf

2. Identify the writer of these works: Eyeless in Gaza, Point Counter Point, Brave New World and Island.
   a. Graham Greene        c. D.H. Lawrence
   b. Aldous Huxley        d. E.M. Forster

   a. Graham Greene        c. Aldous Huxley
   b. E.M. Forster          d. Hillaire Belloc

4. Whose works are The Quiet American, A Burnt-Out Case, A GUI] for Sale and The Comedians?
   a. Joyce Cary           c. Graham Greene
   b. George Orwell        d. Aldous Huxley

5. Who wrote The Horse's Mouth, Herself Sulptised, The Aliican Witch and An American Visitor?
   a. Aldous Huxley        c. Joyce Cary
   b. Graham Greene        d. Hillaire Belloc

6. Identify the novelist who wrote Liza of Lambeth, Of Human Bondage, Cakes and Ale, and The Razor's Edge
   a. Hillaire Belloc      c. E.M. Forster
   b. Aldous Huxley        d. Somerset Maugham

7. Name the writer who wrote 30 novels including Fortitude, The Green Mirror; The Dark Forest and The Cathedral.
   a. Somerset Maugham     c. T.S. Eliot
   b. Hugh Walpole         d. J.B. Priestley
8. Match the following:
   i. Joyce Cary  a. All or Nothing
   ii. Graham Greene b. A World of Love
   iii. Elizabeth Cowen c. The Death of the Heart
   iv. T.F. Powys  d. A House of Children
   v. J.C. Powys  e. Unclay

   i-d, ii-c, iii-b, iv-e, v-a

9. i. Born in Northern Ireland, he studied in Paris and Oxford;
   ii. Took up literature when he was forty-four, after an administrative life in Nigeria;
   iii. His works include Charley is My Darling, A Fearlid Joy and Aissa Saved;
   iv. He made use of his Irish birth and African experience in his novels.
   v. Who among the following befits the mentioned above descriptions:
      a. Kingsley Amis  c. C.P. Snow
      b. George Orwell d. Joyce Cary

10. i. He was cultured and enchanting writer who clothed philosophy in a flowing, refined and musical style;
    ii. His novels include The Fountain and Sparkenbroke;
    iii. The plot of his novels is emotional and romantic;
    iv. The French consider him as the Messiah of Enlist Literature. Who frum the following list, best suits these descriptions?
       a. Joyce Cary c. Charles Morgan
       b. J.B. Priestley d. Hugh Walpole

11. Who wrote the following?
    i. Literature and Western Man
    ii. An Inspector Calls
    iii. Lost Empires
    iv. Salt is Leaving
    Alternatives:
       a. John Boynton Priestley  c. Joyce Cary
       b. Charles Morgan  d. Hugh Walpole
12. Which of the following is not a work by J.B. Priestley?

   a. Adam in Moonshine
   b. Dangerous Corner
   c. Ulterior Motives
   d. Carnival
   e. The Good Companions

13. Match the following:

   a. J.B. Priestley i. Our Man in Havana
   b. Graham Greene ii. Festival at Farbridge
   c. David Garnett iii. My Sister's Keeper
   d. L.P. Hartley iv. Ulterior Motives

   a-i, b-ii, c-iv, d-iii

14. Identify the set of writers who wrote about the sea.

   a. John Osborne, Samuel Beckett and Harold Pinter.
   c. Richard Hughes, Joseph Conrad and James Harley.
   d. C.P. Snow, H.E. Bates and V.S. Pritchett.

15. Who wrote The Masters, Time of Hope, Holm. Comings and Last Things?

   a. C.P. Snow
   b. H.E. Bates
   c. Richard Hughes
   d. James Hanley

16. Whose works are Kings of Infinite Space, The Small Back Room, Mine Own Executioner and A Way Through the Wood?

   a. Henry Greene
   b. C.P. Snow
   c. Nigel Balchin
   d. H.E. Bates

17. Who wrote these novels: The Old Men At the Zoo, Late Call. No Laughing Matter and Hemlock and After?

   a. William Sansom
   b. Angus Wilson
   c. C.P. Snow
   d. Anthony Powell

18. Which novelist is known for his masterly Indian novels: The Pool of Vishnu, The Near and the Far. Prince Jali and The Root and the Flower?
19. Who wrote Perelandra, That Hideous Strength, The Allegory of Love and Screwtape letters?
   a. L.H. Myers       c. George Orwell
   b. C.S. Lewis       d. F.L. Green

20. Whose real name was Eric Blair?
   a. George Orwell   c. H.G. Wells
   b. Hillaire Belloc d. C.S. Lewis

21. Chaucer is called as
    (Father of poetry)

22. Chaucer was appointed page to ----------
    (Wife of Lionel)

23. Chaucer wore -------------- provided by his employer.
    (Red & Black Breeches)

24. Who is the employer of Chaucer?
    (Edward – III)

25. Edward – III paid a Ransom of ---------- to release Chaucer.
    (16 Pounds)

26. Chaucer married---------
    (Philippa Roet)

27. Chaucer was influenced by ----------
    (French Renaissance)

28. French Renaissance is known as---------
    (Renaissance of the Roman De La Rose)

29. In 1382, Chaucer was appointed as ----------
    (Controller of Customs)

30. “Complain of Chaucer to his Prose” is a ----------
    (Poem)

31. In the house of Holiness they meet-------
    Faith, Hope & Charity

32. Which is the supreme virtue according to Aristotle?
    Magnificence
33. Una is identified with 

   **Queen Elizabeth & protestant Faith**

34. Roman Catholic Faith is identified with-------

   **Duessa**

35. Who is the sister of Queen Elizabeth?

   **Mary Tudor**

36. Mary Tudor is the wife of 

   **Phillip-II**

37. Phillip-II is the king of 

   **Spain**

38. Queen Elizabeth was imprisoned in 

   **The Tower**

39. Who is the queen of scott?

   **Marry**

40. Mary and Mary Tudor are identified with------

   **Duessa**

41. The name Una means---------

   **One, Single- minded**

42. Who stands for St. George?

   **The Red Cross Knight**

43. The Doctor did not read-------

   **Bible**

44. Who is the deaf Pilgrim?

   **Wife of Bath**

45. The Wife of Bath is an excellent--------

   **Clock-Maker**

46. The Embroidered Kerchief of Bath is worth 

   **10 Pounds**

47. The Bath has ----- husbands

   **5**

48. Which place was visited thrice by Bath?

   **Jerusalem**

49. Who is a true Shepherd and the best prist?

   **The Parson**

50. The Parson is rich in 

   **Holy-Thought and Work**